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A frequency synthesizer utilizing three elementary direct
synthesizers to achieve fast frequency hopping among 219 tones Is
described. The elementary synthes izers used for the two 9-channel
sets of tones consist of a comb generator followed by a surface
acoustic wave (SAW) filterbank and a high speed I x 9 swItch.
Although this comb generator plus filterbank synthesizer Is limited
to cases in whic h the requ ired frequencies are evenly spiced, this in
fact does not prOve to be very restrictive . The scheme is concept—
ual)y simple , and has sign ifi gant advantages wh ich are enumerated.
Comparison Is made with the mixed chi rp synthesizer.
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“F T ~ 78 0 0 ~ DIRECT SAW FREQUEN CY SYNTHESIZER
U Alan J. Budreau and Paul R. Carr

Rome Air Development Center
Deputy for Electronic Technology

Eanscoia Afl , Mat 01131

ABSTRACT. A frequency synthesizer utilizing three elementary direct Synthe8izer8 to achieve fast frequency
hopping among 219 tones i~ described.. The elementary synthesizers used. for the two 9—channel sets of tones con-
sist of a comb generator followed by a surface acoustic wave ( SAW ) filte “bank and a high speed 1 x 9 switch.
Although this comb generator plus filterbank synthesizer is limited to cases in which the required frequencies
are evenly spaced., this in fact does not prove to be very restrictive. The scheme is conceptually simp).e, and has
significant advantages which are enumerated. Comparison i~ made with the mixed chirp synthesizer.

Introduction

The widespread requrements for frequency synthe— This synthesizer consists of four blocks. We will
sizers for many types of electronics have led to the consider first the source package. The one MHz clock
development of many competing designs. Phase locked provides the reference to all five phase-locked—loop-
loop oscillators, direct synthesis, and digital synthe— oscillators (PLLOs) of the source package. FLLOs con-
$15 are the approaches generally used. Each of these bined with triplers are an efficient way to achieve the
can benefit from the use of some SAW components. The high multiplication ratios for controlling the 3~ 3 MHz
approach discussed here is direct synthesis with SAW and 1414 MHz mode—locked SAW oscillators (MLSOs). ,2
components for size and cost reduction. To achieve 219 Similarly, the very high and nonintegral ratios for the
frequencies with only 21 tones required internally, a 19814 MHz, 1985 MHz , and 1986 MHz tones are obtained with
dual mixing scheme was chosen. A powerful alternative the remaining three PLLOs , followed by multiplication by
technique for frequency synthesis which has gained much 20. The use of these PLLOs, along with the presence of
attention has been the mixing of two linear chirps. a choice of 3 tones at the second mixer , plus the use of
The relative merits of each approach must be considered the doubler, represent the significant changes from the
in connection with a particular application. As will synthesizer reported previously.3 5  A high—speed 3 x 1
be discussed later, requirements for frequency accuracy switch allows rapid frequency hopping among the 19814-1986
and stability and spurious levels precluded the use of MHz tones. The upper two outputs of the source package
the mixed chirp approach for this particular application. are comb spectra, as in Fig 2. We had originally plan-

ned to use conventional solid—state electronics for the
Direct Frequency Synthest zer entire source package. However , the ML.SO approach has

proved so attractive in reducing size, weight , cost , and
A block diagram of the proposed synthesizer is power consumption that we have adapted it as our tech-

presented in Fig. 1. In this design, a requirement for nipxe of choice.
219 tones required a more efficient design, in terms of
tones per filter, than would have been achieved with a The SAW and switch package is the “heart” of the
basic synthesizer of 219 tones. Furthermore, such an direct frequency synthesizer. Each comb spectrum is
approach would have presented severe pr9blems with the multiplexed to a SAW filterbank fabricated on one to
close relative spacing of the tones. By mixing to— three chips. Each of the filterbanks has 9 simultaneous
gather two sets of 9 tones and. one set of 3 tones, we CW outputs, each of which is connected to the correspond-
achieve capability of 9 x 9 x 3 ~ 2143 tones. This ing tap on a 1 x 9 high—speed switch. The output of
requires 18 SAW filters plus the 3 other frequency each is a single fast—frequency hopped tone , which is
sources. In the particular application, we only make then amplified. The lower output is doubled and filter--
use of 219 of these. It should be noted that in a ed (the doubler package is the unlabe3~d small block~ ,
maximally efficient design, it would be possible to then fed to the first mixer. The difference tone , in
choose 7 tones which could be used 3 times, to yield the 378—615 MHz frequency range, is filtered and combined ,

3143 tones with only 7 filters, in the second mixer, with the 19814—1986 MHz tone. The
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difference signal out of the latter mixer , after appro— compactness, and relative low cost and power consump—
priate filtering and amplifying with limiting, becomes tion.
the frequency—hopped output covering the 1369—1606 MHz
frequency range. Choice or the levels , mixers , and The direct SAW synthesizer , aince it has all its
filters is optimized 5 to keep the spurious signals the tones available as CW , can yield a continuum of duration
requIred 63 dB below the output level. Design of the of tone from very short pulses (a few cycles) to cW.
SAW filters, themselves,6 is particularly critical in Note that the elementary chirp synthesizer inherently
obtaining the required performance. A combination of a operates in an impulse node, and can be used for long
withdrawal weighted and an apodized transducer was used pulses or CW ~~~~ at the expense of duplicating the
for each filter, with double electrodes used through— lover part of Pig. 3 to allow the signal to be alter—
out. The original mixer synthesizer design5 had called nately produced by two channels.
for the higher set of 9 tones to be generated directly
in the required 720—936 MHz band, but the design and
fabrication of such SAW filters to meet the required
specifications could not be quickly done. Reducing this
band to one—half the frequency and adding the doubler
package allowed the use of double electrodes and also
allowed similar design techniques to be used for all of
the SAW filters.

Experimental Results

A 321 MHz filter channel , with an insertion loss
of approximately 16 dB , was completed as a test device.
This channel was connected to the output of a prototype
SAW comb generator. developed by United Technologies
Research Center)-’2 The output of the comb generator,
centered at 333 MHz, with 3.0 MHz signal spacing, as
well as the 321 MHz output of the SAW filter, is shown
in Fig. 2. The spurious level is below the maximum Figure 3
allowed —63 dBc level. Additional details may also be For the same reason, the direct synthesizer can be
in Ref 6. used either to yield n simultaneous tones, where n is

the number of channels, or else for the maximum possible
switching speed, limited only by the speed of the
switch itself. Note that in a mixer direct synthesizer,
as shown in Fig. 1, the CW signals present at the center
of the figure can be multiplexed q—fold and the right—
band. side of the figure duplicated q times to yield q~ 
simultaneous independent output signals. Since most of

o the cost, bulk, and power consumption are represented in
Z~~ ~~~~ the source package, this is an efficient route.‘.I~~ ~~

-.
o I
S A major advantage of the direct Synthesizer is that• ~ 4 ____________ 

the output tones are ultimately derived from the input
clock , so that their frequency accuracy also is derived333 MN.

increments in transducer dimensions , change with the
from that clock. Note that it does not , for small

N I  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _

SAW, i.e. fabrication or temperature-induced SAW fre—
•20 quency errors will degrade the output level or the

~ I. spurious response but will have no effect on the output
I 

____________________________ frequency. This is important for our application , where

~ .4$ precision of the o~&er of 1 ppm is required. In the
1 chirp synthesizer , on the other hand , the instantaneousI.

— I. output frequency is a function of the instantaneous

~ “°~
, 

,.~~~~,— 
frequency out of the SAW at that point in time and of
the time spacing between the chirps. Any error will be
represented in a frequency error , as will any timing
spacing error. If (ref. 8) for the simple difference

321 MM.
FREQUENC Y (;.OMH . / DIv) single SAW synthesizer shown in Fig. 3, w = p r  where w

Figure 2. is the output frequency, u is the dispersive slope, and

~ is the time interval between pulses, it follows thatDiscussion and Comparison of the Direct Synthesizer
and the Mixed Chirp Synthesizer

— u ,  or dw = liArarThese two approaches are sufficiently different
that comparison is , at best , difficult. Clearly, each thus , the timing accuracy is critical. If, for example,
has its advantages and disadvantages, so that the final we consider the synthesizer in Ref. 8, with a 5 MHz/ji
choi~~ must be a function of the specific application, sec dispersive slope , a t.~~~~~ error of4,41~E~~aaa. 1C004#g
To make the comparison as clearly as possible, Table 1 would requi re a timing accuracy of 0.ZQPnanosec , or 2.oo
was prepared , patterned after the one in Ref 7. Note ps, not counting the errors associated with the SAW. It
that the table in Ref 7 contained an error, in that our i~ doubtful if this could be achieved.direct synthesizer was characterized as only being
capable of short hops. In fact, it is capable of any Another strong point of the direct synthesizer, and
length tone and usually 1. tested while producing CW. one essential for our application , is its capability for
Figure 3 shows the two elementary synthesizers being achieving over 60 AS spectral purity , as shown in Fig.
compared. Advantages common to both these synthesiser. 2. Re ference 8 indicated only about 24 dB for a mixed
are very rapid switching times (few nanoseconds), 
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Table 1. Comparison of Elementary Synthesizers

Synthesizer Hop Duration #Simult. !~~~ . Precision Spectral ~~~ Bandwidth I of Fre~ .
- 

Tones Purit~
Direct SAW Any n As good as clock ~~6o dB ~~l00 ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ( It  m

stages used)
Mixing Chirps Short 1 Limited by timing —40 ~~ 

100 
~~ pT continuum

(long requires accuracy and SAW (Mc ) TB H z
2nd channel)

chirp , and it is estimated that MC filters can improve References
this to around 40 dB.
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Conclusions

Thus, while both of these types of SAW frequency
synthesizers have their advante~es, the direct synthe-
sizer approach is clearly superior where high spectral
pur i ty ,  frequency precision , signal/noise ratio , or a
combination of these factors is essential.
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